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ABSTRACT

Aims. Our new program with HARPS aims to detect mean motion resonant planetary systems around stars which were previously
reported to have a single bona fide planet, often based only on sparse radial velocity data.
Methods. Archival and new HARPS radial velocities for the K2V star HD 27894 were combined and fitted with a three-planet
self-consistent dynamical model. The best-fit orbit was tested for long-term stability.
Results. We find clear evidence that HD 27894 is hosting at least three massive planets. In addition to the already known Jovian
planet with a period Pb ≈ 18 days we discover a Saturn-mass planet with Pc ≈ 36 days, likely in a 2:1 mean motion resonance with
the first planet, and a cold massive planet (≈5.3 MJup) with a period Pd ≈ 5170 days on a moderately eccentric orbit (ed = 0.39).
Conclusions. HD 27894 is hosting a massive, eccentric giant planet orbiting around a tightly packed inner pair of massive planets
likely involved in an asymmetric 2:1 mean motion resonance. HD 27894 may be an important milestone for probing planetary
formation and evolution scenarios.
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1. Introduction

The radial velocity (RV) technique is very successful in deter-
mining the orbital architectures of multiple extrasolar planetary
systems. In some exceptional cases N-body modeling of precise
Doppler data in resonant systems can even reveal the system’s
short-term dynamics and constrain the planetary true masses and
mutual inclinations (Bean & Seifahrt 2009; Rivera et al. 2010;
Trifonov et al. 2014). Therefore, RV multiple planetary system
discoveries are fundamentally important in order to understand
planet formation and evolution in general. Many RV planet dis-
coveries, however, have been announced based on sparse data
samples, and sometimes incomplete phase coverage leading
to ill-determined system architectures. For example, the com-
bined RV signal of a pair of planets in low eccentricity or-
bits near a 2:1 mean motion resonance (MMR) can be misin-
terpreted as a single planet with moderate eccentricity if the
data are sparse (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2010; Wittenmyer et al.
2013; Kürster et al. 2015). In addition, the detection of long-
period massive planets needs continuous precise RV measure-
ments taken over a sufficient temporal baseline.

? Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for
Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere under ESO pro-
grammes 072.C-0488, 192.C-0852 and 097.C-0090.

An example is the moderately hot (a = 0.125 AU, P ≈
18 days) Jovian planet HD 27894 b (Moutou et al. 2005), which
was discovered based on only twenty RV measurements taken
with the ESO HARPS spectrograph (La Silla Observatory, Chile,
Mayor et al. 2003). Recently, Kürster et al. (2015) illustrated
how the sparse RV data for HD 27894 can actually be modeled
well with an additional Neptune-mass planet in an inner orbit
near the 2:1 resonance with the known Jovian planet. Later we
found that an outer Saturn-mass planet with a period of ≈36 days
provides an even better fit to the data.

We included HD 27894 in our HARPS RV monitoring pro-
gram following up 35 stars that were previously reported to har-
bor a single planet in order to look for additional planets. The
additional HARPS observations of HD 27894 confirm the exis-
tence of planet c with a 36-day period, and reveal an additional
long-period RV signal consistent with a massive Jovian planet
(m sin i = 5.4 MJup, planet d) with a period of ≈5200 days. In
this paper we present an updated orbital configuration for the
HD 27894 system; according to our self-consistent N-body anal-
ysis of the RV data, the system is composed of three planets, the
inner two likely in a 2:1 MMR.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we start with
an overview of the HARPS measurements and in Sect. 3 we
present results from our dynamical modeling, which reveals the
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three-planet system. In Sect. 4 we present a long-term dynamical
analysis of HD 27894 and we discuss the possible 2:1 MMR be-
tween planets b and c. In Sect. 5 we discuss the unusual orbital
architecture of the HD 27894 system.

2. HARPS data for HD 27894

HD 27894 is a non-active solar-type star of spectral type K2V
with an estimated mass of 0.8 M� and metallicity of [Fe/H] =
0.30 ± 0.07 dex (Moutou et al. 2005). The star is an ideal
HARPS target, due to its low declination (δ = −59◦24′41.40′′),
visual brightness of V = 9.36 mag, and slow rotation period of
Prot ∼ 44 days (Moutou et al. 2005).

Based on the first twenty HARPS RV measurements taken
from 2003 to 2005 Moutou et al. (2005) announced HD 27984 b,
a Jovian planet with a minimum mass of 0.62 MJup, orbiting at a
semi-major axis of 0.125 AU in a nearly circular orbit (eccentric-
ity 0.049 ± 0.008). Subsequently, an additional 21 HARPS RVs
were obtained in 2006, and one more in 2013. Thus, we found a
total of 42 HARPS spectra in the ESO archive. The archival RVs
already clearly showed that HD 27984 b is not alone, and so we
included the star in our ongoing HARPS program aimed at find-
ing hidden multiple planetary systems, and obtained 16 more RV
measurements in 2016.

All RVs were recomputed with the SERVAL pipeline
(Zechmeister et al., in prep.), which was originally developed for
the CARMENES project (Quirrenbach et al. 2016). It includes a
“shifting and co-adding” χ2 fitting algorithm, where one of the
fitting parameters is the RV (Anglada-Escudé & Butler 2012).

The latest HARPS measurements were taken after the up-
grade of the HARPS fibers in May 2015, which introduces a no-
table RV offset between data taken before and after the upgrade.
Lo Curto et al. (2015) investigated the typical offsets introduced
for various spectral types, ranging from −2 m s−1 for M stars up
to 20 m s−1 for F stars. For K stars such as HD 27894, the mean
offset value is 13.4 m s−1, with a rather small dispersion of only
2.5 m s−1 among the five K stars. We thus subtracted this offset
value from the post-2015 HARPS radial velocities in order to put
them on the same scale as the older velocities. We also tried to fit
for this RV offset, but it turns out that it is not well constrained
by our HARPS data set of HD 27894 alone.

3. RV analysis

In Fig. 1 we show the generalized Lomb-Scargle periodogram
(GLS; Zechmeister & Kürster 2009) of the available HARPS
data with false alarm probability (FAP) levels of 10%, 1%, and
0.1% calculated by randomly reordering 1000 bootstrap copies
of the RV data (Kuerster et al. 1997). We find many significant
peaks, the most significant ones around 18 and 36 days (due to
planets b and c) and several longer periods at ∼431, 1402, 2367,
and 3990 days, one of them possibly due to planet d; the rest
are likely aliases. When it is assumed that the HD 27894 sys-
tem is composed only of planets b and d, our best two-planet
Keplerian model (2PKM) yields reduced χ2 (χ2

ν) = 8.89 and
rms = 3.05 m s−1; periods Pb,d = 18.02, 5067 days; eccentric-
ities eb,d = 0.04, 0.34; and minimum masses mb,d sin i = 0.64
and 6.20 MJup, respectively, and represents a very strong mini-
mum in the least-constrained Pd − ed parameter space. Indeed,
an outer massive companion with a ∼5000 day orbit and mod-
erate eccentricity explains the data well since subtracting its RV
signal from the data also removes the power at smaller periods,
except the peaks near 18 and 36 days and a few others near 12
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Fig. 1. GLS periodograms of the RV data of HD 27894 with FAP
levels of 10%, 1%, and 0.1% calculated from a bootstrap analysis.
Panel a): the HARPS RVs resulted in many significant peaks especially
at long periods. Panel b): after removal of the RV signal from planet d
(Pb = 5174 days), the dominant peaks left are at 18.0 and 36.7 days
(due to planets b and c), and at 12.0 and 57.1 days (aliases). Panel c):
no significant peaks are left after fitting a 3PDM (see Table 1).

and 57 days. The 12-day peak is a clear alias of two periods at 18
and 36 days (planets b and c), while the 57-day peak is likely an
alias of the sampling frequency (likely related to the lunar cycle
of ∼28 days) and planet b. All significant peaks disappear when
we remove planets b, c, and d (see Fig. 1).

We thus fitted a three-planet Keplerian model (3PKM) to
the RV data and obtained periods Pb,c,d = 18.02, 36.44,
5051 days; eccentricities of eb,c,d = 0.03, 0.06, 0.39; and RV
semi-amplitudes of Kb,c,d = 60.8, 11.1, 89.4 m s−1, consistent
with mb,c,d sin i = 0.67, 0.16, and 6.02 MJup and orbital semi-
major axes of ab,c,d = 0.125, 0.199, and 5.363 AU. The χ2

ν of the
fit corresponds to 6.18, and the rms value to 2.55 m s−1, which
represents a significant improvement over the 2PKM. The 3PKM
Doppler signals are illustrated in Fig. 2.

As a next step we adopted the 3PKM best-fit parameters
as an initial guess for a self-consistent three-planet dynamical
model (3PDM), which optimizes the planetary parameters by in-
tegrating the equations of motion in Jacobi orbital coordinates
(e.g., Lee & Peale 2003; Tan et al. 2013). This model provides
more realistic orbital parameter estimates than the unperturbed
Keplerian model because it takes into account the gravitational
interactions between the bodies while fitting the Doppler data.
As we will show, this is necessary for our proposed three-planet
system around HD 27894, given the large minimum masses and
small period differences of planets b and c. For our dynamical
fitting we assumed only coplanar and edge-on fits (i = 90◦); the
investigation of other orbital architectures is beyond the scope of
the current paper.

The 3PDM resulted in an even smaller χ2
ν of 3.621, and rms

value of 2.04 m s−1. For the outermost companion we derive a
period of Pd = 5174 d (ad = 5.45 AU), dynamical mass of
md = 5.4 MJup, and moderate eccentricity of ed = 0.389. The
inner planets have Pb = 18.02 days and Pc = 36.07 days, low

1 χ2
ν above unity indicates the presence of additional data noise, e.g.,

due to stellar RV “jitter”, mutual inclinations, or calibration errors. For
the 3PDM this noise is on the order of ∼1.5 m s−1, but its inclusion in
the RV error budget does not have a significant impact on our analysis.
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Fig. 2. Panels a) and b): 3PKM signals of planets b and c, phase folded
to their periods of about 18 and 36 days, respectively. Panel c): Doppler
signal induced by planet d; panel d): residuals of the 3PKM.

eccentricities of eb = 0.05 and ec = 0.015, and minimum dynam-
ical masses of mb = 0.664 MJup and mc = 0.162 MJup, suggesting
a Jupiter- and a Saturn-mass planet interacting gravitationally,
possibly in a 2:1 MMR. The 3PDM best-fit parameters and their
uncertainties valid for JD = 2 452 941.826 are listed in Table 1.
The asymmetric uncertainties of the orbital parameters were es-
timated by drawing 5000 model independent bootstrap synthetic
samples (e.g., Press et al. 1992), fitted with a 3PDM.

3.1. Significance of the three-planet dynamical model

The RV signals from planets b and d are large and can be well
explained with periodic Keplerian motion. Planet c, however,
has Pc ≈ 2Pb and mc ≈

1
4 mb, thus yielding a smaller RV semi-

amplitude (11.57 m s−1) than its more massive neighbors. Since
we still have relatively sparse RV data to strongly constrain a
three-planet system, we need to exclude the possibility that the
supposed planet c is not real.

In order to convince ourselves of the existence of planet c, we
qualitatively compared a two-planet dynamical model (2PDM)
consisting only of planets b and d with our 3PDM. While the
best 2PDM (without planet c) yields χ2

ν = 8.89 and rms =
3.05 m s−1, a 3PDM (including planet c) yields χ2

ν = 3.62 and
rms = 2.04 m s−1, which – according to the F-Test – is a signif-
icantly better fit (FAP = 9.1 × 10−8). Similarly, the best 3PKM
with the same number of fitting parameters as the 3PDM has
χ2
ν = 6.18 and rms = 2.55 m s−1, showing that including the dy-

namical interactions between planets b and c indeed leads to a
better fit.

4. System long-term dynamics

The long-term dynamical analysis of our three-planet model was
carried out using the SyMBA symplectic integrator (Duncan et al.
1998), modified to work directly with the best-fit Jacobi orbits.
We integrated the system for 10 Myr with a step of 0.1 days to
ensure accurate simulation and high orbital phase resolution. We
monitored the evolution of the planetary semi-major axes ab, ac,
ad and eccentricities eb, ec, ed as a function of time to assure that

Table 1. Best edge-on coplanar 3PDM for HD 27894.

Orb. Param. Planet b Planet c Planet d
K [m s−1] 59.80+0.80

−0.59 11.57+0.79
−2.89 79.76+2.62

−15.03

P [days] 18.02+0.01
−0.02 36.07+0.26

−0.09 5174+171
−82

e 0.047+0.012
−0.008 0.015+0.020

−0.002 0.389+0.087
−0.030

$ [deg] 132.2+2.8
−15.2 44.2+11.0

−7.5 353.9+12.3
−3.1

M [deg] 193.9+12.6
−7.8 117.7+19.1

−4.2 343.8+2.5
−7.0

a [AU] 0.125+0.0001
−0.0001 0.198+0.001

−0.001 5.448+0.119
−0.058

m [MJup] 0.665+0.009
−0.007 0.162+0.011

−0.040 5.415+0.239
−1.214

RVoff = –86.9+13.2
−1.7 m s−1, rms = 2.04 m s−1, χ2

ν = 3.62

the system remains regular and well separated at any given time
of the simulation. Any deviation of the planetary semi-major
axes by more than 20% from their starting values, or eccentrici-
ties leading to crossing orbits, were considered unstable.

4.1. Stability of the three-planet system

We find that the HD 27894 system is generally stable for 10 Myr.
The orbital evolution is regular with no significant configuration
anomalies. The massive outer planet HD 27984 d experiences al-
most no change in its orbital separation and eccentricity, staying
at ad = 5.4 AU, ed = 0.39 through the course of the integra-
tion. Owing to the large separation, the secular perturbation of
the inner pair of planets due to planet d is negligible.

Planets b and c, however, are dynamically very active, which
is expected given their large masses and small orbital separation.
They have a period ratio close to 2:1, and mean eccentricities of
eb = 0.036 and ec = 0.047. As a large-scale stability test we
integrated our 5000 3PDM bootstrap fits for 10 kyr and and we
find overall similar orbital behavior. Thus, we conclude that the
HD 27984 system is long-term stable.

4.2. A closer look at the inner pair

The period ratio close to 2:1 suggests that the inner planets b
and c are in resonance. A 2:1 MMR is the lowest order reso-
nance characterized by the two resonance angles θ1 = λb −2λc +
$b, θ2 = λb−2λc+$c (where λb,c = Mb,c +$b,c is the mean lon-
gitude of planet b and c, respectively; see Lee 2004). At least one
of these variables must librate to find the system in a 2:1 MMR.
In addition, the secular resonant angle ∆ω = $b - $c = θ1 − θ2
is an important indicator for a libration in a secular resonance.

We examined the orbital evolution of θ1, θ2, and ∆ω of the
3PDM and we find that all three angles circulate from 0◦ to 360◦,
indicating a regular secular motion with a 2:1 period ratio, but
no explicitly resonant motion. According to Lee (2004) a sta-
ble 2:1 MMR configuration with both θ1 and θ2 librating can be
achieved by smooth migration capture. For cases where a pair of
planets with mass ratio of 2.75 <∼ mb/mc <∼ 5 migrates with suf-
ficiently small eccentricities, Lee (2004) suggests that θ1 and θ2
could in principle be trapped in an anti-aligned libration leading
to ∆ω = 180◦, or in the case of larger eccentricities at any an-
gle exhibiting an asymmetric 2:1 MMR (see also Beaugé et al.
2003; Ferraz-Mello et al. 2003).

Therefore, with the aim of understanding how the dynam-
ical properties of planets b and c depend on their eccentrici-
ties and orbital alignment, we studied a large number of three-
planet configurations similar to the 3PDM. We systematically
varied eb, ec, ωb, ωc, Mb, and Mc within their 1σ bootstrap
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Fig. 3. One-hundred year time interval of the orbital evolu-
tion of HD 27894 b and c, with initial eccentricities eb = 0.052
and ec = 0.035 (within the formal uncertainties of the 3PDM).
In this configuration the planetary eccentricity eb oscillates be-
tween 0.02 and 0.07, and ec between 0.02 and 0.06, with mean
values of 0.050 and 0.037, respectively. The resonance angles
θ1 ≈ −50◦, θ2 ≈ −100◦, and ∆ω ≈ 50◦ are oscillating with
large amplitudes in a clear asymmetric 2:1 MMR.

confidence levels, while keeping the remaining parameters fixed
at the 3PDM best-fit values. We integrated these configurations
for 10 kyr, and we evaluated whether the resonance angles θ1, θ2,
and ∆ω were librating. We found that when eb and ec are very
small, the two planets exhibit an anti-aligned resonance with
θ1 ≈ 0◦, θ2 ≈ 180◦, and ∆ω ≈ 180◦, which is expected if planets
b and c have been trapped in a 2:1 MMR during migration with
near zero eccentricities. However, when eb and ec are close to
their 1σ upper limits, we found configurations with θ1 ≈ −50◦,
θ2 ≈ −100◦, and ∆ω ≈ 50◦, which is an asymmetric 2:1 MMR,
as predicted by Beaugé et al. (2003), Ferraz-Mello et al. (2003),
and Lee (2004). Perhaps this is the more likely scenario, since
the two giant planets can have somewhat larger eccentricities
during migration. A 100 yr time interval illustrating the evolu-
tion of such an asymmetric 2:1 MMR is shown in Fig. 3. This
configuration has eb = 0.052 and ec = 0.035 initially, which is
within the formal uncertainties of the 3PDM and thus represents
a possible configuration of HD 27894’s inner planet pair.

5. Discussion

The co-existence of a massive, distant, and moderately eccen-
tric Jovian planet and a possibly resonant inner pair of massive
planets makes the HD 27984 system truly unique. The orbital
configuration may suggest that planet formation and evolution
depends strongly on the disk properties and migration rate of the
planets during the protoplanetary disk stage. The inner pair of
planets has probably been trapped in a 2:1 MMR by smooth mi-
gration capture, while the outer massive Jovian planet migrated
to 5.4 AU before the circumstellar disk evaporated, thus halting
the migration.

There are some strong indications that the inner two plan-
ets are in a 2:1 MMR, although so far we have been unable to
definitely confirm the resonance based on the best-fit dynam-
ics. For the formal best fit, the mean period ratio of the inner
planets is very close to 2:1, but the resonance angles θ1 and θ2
circulate from 0◦ to 360◦. Our first attempt to find a stable li-
brating solution within the 1σ confidence region of our 3PDM,
however, was successful. We identified resonant configurations
where we either see anti-aligned resonances with ∆ω ≈ 180◦, or
an asymmetric configuration where ∆ω ≈ 50◦ and θ1 ≈ −50◦,
θ2 ≈ −100◦. To our knowledge, HD 27894 is the first system to
show signs of an asymmetric 2:1 MMR in agreement with the
migration theory for a mass ratio of 4 <∼ mb/mc.

Nevertheless, more work and more data are needed to un-
derstand and resolve the possible resonance between planets b
and c, as well as its origin. The current data allowed us to con-
clusively confirm the presence of three planets, but more data

are needed to confirm the resonant nature of the inner planets
and to further constrain the orbital parameters, especially of
HD 27894 d. The outermost planet is currently sparsely cov-
ered by the RV data and thus we cannot exclude the possibility
that its true Pd, ed, and md sin i are not within our 3PDM best-
fit uncertainties. We plan to continue our HARPS monitoring of
HD 27894, which will allow us to extend our orbital RV analy-
sis using a multidimensional parameter grid-search or Bayesian
framework for parameter estimation, and to carry out a more
conclusive long-term dynamical analysis.

The planetary system around HD 27894 is important for
probing planetary formation and evolution scenarios and illus-
trates the importance of further follow-up of RV planet hosts.
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Appendix A: Additional table

Table A1. HARPS radial velocity measurements for HD 27894.

Epoch [JD] RV [m s−1] σRV [m s−1]
2 452 941.827 36.31 2.11
2 453 273.878 –0.79 1.22
2 453 274.882 –23.38 1.47
2 453 289.859 50.42 1.01
2 453 294.827 –41.49 1.27
2 453 297.861 –28.44 1.51
2 453 340.762 67.73 1.19
2 453 341.705 62.97 1.04
2 453 342.716 49.98 1.32
2 453 344.742 17.19 1.08
2 453 345.656 –1.13 1.65
2 453 366.674 –47.77 0.69
2 453 369.685 –35.97 0.97
2 453 371.684 –0.24 1.71
2 453 372.643 18.71 0.56
2 453 374.682 49.47 1.42
2 453 375.682 57.14 1.27
2 453 376.626 64.64 1.23
2 453 377.617 62.71 1.39
2 453 378.654 56.14 1.33
2 453 400.626 –22.37 1.10
2 453 403.583 –53.41 1.03
2 453 404.609 –49.29 0.95
2 453 410.578 38.66 1.58
2 453 974.903 –43.94 1.65
2 453 974.906 –41.39 1.69
2 453 974.909 –42.84 1.74
2 453 980.888 –123.90 1.32
2 453 980.892 –122.24 1.16
2 453 980.895 –121.65 1.50
2 453 981.906 –112.93 1.11
2 453 981.909 –113.22 1.39
2 453 981.912 –111.33 1.18
2 453 982.891 –99.47 1.21
2 453 982.895 –99.29 1.05
2 453 982.898 –100.80 1.16
2 454 049.769 –103.54 0.74
2 454 051.757 –123.05 0.95
2 454 053.769 –117.39 0.68
2 454 055.753 –87.32 0.68
2 454 055.763 –87.00 0.71
2 456 624.601 –155.17 0.70
2 457 609.896 –20.42 1.22
2 457 609.902 –21.12 1.11
2 457 609.908 –20.26 1.19
2 457 610.870 –11.04 1.22
2 457 610.881 –11.02 1.23
2 457 610.893 –11.08 1.17
2 457 682.836 –6.60 1.07
2 457 682.842 –4.47 0.96
2 457 682.848 –6.57 1.09
2 457 686.836 –33.88 1.05
2 457 686.842 –35.17 1.05
2 457 686.848 –35.54 1.35
2 457 689.869 –92.08 1.18

Notes. Velocities taken after JD = 2 457 609.896 were adjusted by
−13.4 m s−1 to correct for the induced RV offset due to the HARPS
fiber upgrade (May 2015; see Lo Curto et al. 2015, and text for details).
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